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Abstract
Let A denote a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space. We study here those A’s
for which 1 exceeds the supremum of the spectral radius of the MA for M in three order
intervals of Hermitian operators, ÿI; I; 0; I , and the invertible members of
0; I . Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Let BH denote the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on the real
or complex Hilbert space H. Let hx; yi; jjxjj, and jjAjj denote respectively the
innerproduct of x and y in H, the norm of x (i.e., the nonnegative square root of
hx; xi), and the operator norm of the bounded linear operator A on H (i.e., the
supremum of jjAxjj=jjxjj over nonzero x in H). We write ‘‘A P B’’ (respectively,
‘‘A B’’) to mean that ‘‘A and B are Hermitian operators and Aÿ B is positive
semidefinite’’ (respectively, ‘‘. . . is positive semidefinite and invertible’’). Let I
denote the identity operator and set
ÿI ; I   fH in BH : ÿI 6H 6 Ig; 0; I   fH in ÿI ; I  : H P 0g:
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and
0; I   fH in 0; I  : H  0g
(not 0; I , which we feel should denote either the nonzero or the positive
definite members of 0; I ). We call A convergent if An ! 0 i:e:; jjAnjj ! 0, or,
equivalently, if its spectral radius, qA, is less than 1. We call A M-con pro-
vided MA is convergent for every M in M.
This article works towards characterizing M-con for M  ÿI ; I ; 0; I , and
0; I . In the first two cases we have only partial results; for the latter case we
prove the characterization which was announced in [1].
1. ÿI ; I -con
From [1] we know the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1.
(a) ÿI ; I -con contains the open (norm) unit ball of BH and lies inside the
closed (norm) unit ball of BH.
(b) If jjAjj  jjAujj for some unit vector u in H, then A is in ÿI ; I -con if and
only if jjAjj < 1.
We do not know whether ÿI ; I -con contains any A with jjAjj  1, but ( 1.1)
shows that every A in ÿI ; I -con carries the closed unit ball of H into the open
unit ball of H, i.e., jjAujj < 1 if jjujj6 1: Our next proposition suggests that
‘‘contractions’’ of this kind might characterize ÿI ; I -con.
Proposition 1.2. Suppose A is in BH such that jjAujj < 1 for every unit vector u
in H. Let H be in ÿI ; I . Then HA has the same property as A and any eigen-
value k which HA has satisfies jkj < 1:
Proof. Since jjH jj6 1, the first part is clear and if u is a unit eigenvector
jkj  jjkujj  jjHAujj6 jjAujj < 1. 
But just keeping the eigenvalues of HA inside the unit circle is not enough,
as the following example shows.
Example 1.3. Let rn denote a positive strictly increasing sequence with limit 1.
Let A and H be countable direct sums of 2-by-2 matrices An, which are strictly
upper triangular with 1; 2 entry rn, and Hn , the non-identity 2-by-2 permu-
tation matrix, respectively. Let the sequence u1; u2; . . . be a unit vector in H.
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Then jjAujj2 P jrnu2nj2 < jjujj2  1, so A is one of the contractions we are
considering. But it is not in ÿI ; I -con since H is in ÿI ; I  (its spectrum is
f1;ÿ1g) and 1 is in the spectrum of HA. To see the latter, note that HA is
diagonal with diagonal entries 0; r1; r2; . . . : So, although it is necessary that
every member of ÿI ; I -con be one of our contractions and be convergent, that
is not sucient for membership in ÿI ; I -con, even among operators which are
nilpotent of index 2.
2. 0; I -con
We have organized and written the results of this section to emphasize their
analogy to those in the previous section.
Set W A  fhAu; ui : jjujj  1g, the numerical range of A, and
rA  supfjzj : z in W Ag; the numerical radius of A. The facts we use about
the numerical range and numerical radius can be found in [2]. We call
fA in BH : rA < 1g the open numerical unit ball of BH and
fA in BH : rA6 1g the closed numerical unit ball of BH. From [1] we
know the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1.
(a) 0; I -con contains the open numerical unit ball of BH and lies inside of
the closed numerical unit ball of BH.
(b) If rA  jhAu; uij for some unit vector u in H, then A is in 0; I -con if and
only if rA < 1:
We do not know whether 0; I -con contains any A with rA  1, but (2.1)
shows that for every A in 0; I -con the mapping x! hAx; xi carries the closed
unit ball of H into the open unit disc fjzj < 1g in the complex plane, i.e.,
jhAu; uij < 1 if jjujj6 1. Our next proposition suggests that the A’s such that
x! hAx; xi has this contraction property, may be just the members of 0; I -
con.
Proposition 2.2. Let A in BH be such that jhAu; uij < 1 for every unit vector u
in H: Let H be in 0; I  and let G P 0 be a square root of H. Then GAG has the
same property as A and any eigenvalue k which GAG or HA has satisfies jkj < 1:
Proof. If Gu  0; jhGAGu; uij < 1, and, if not, 0 < g  jjGujj6 1. Then, with w
denoting the unit vector 1=gGu we have jhGAGu; uij  g2jhAw;wij < 1. If k is
nonzero, jjujj  1, and HAu  ku, then
jkj2  jjHAujj26 jjGjj2jjGAujj2  jjH jjjhAu;HAuij  jkj jjH jj jhAu; uij < jkj:
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So jkj < 1. If GAGu  ku then HAGu  kGu. So either k is an eigenvalue of
HA, and hence has modulus less than 1, or Gu  0 and k  0. 
But just keeping the eigenvalues inside the unit circle is not enough as shown
by the following example.
Example 2.3. Let rn and sn denote positive strictly increasing sequences with
respective limits 2 and 1/2. Let Hn denote the 2-by-2 matrix with every entry
equal to sn. Let A be defined as in Example 1.3, but using the new sequence rn in
the definition of the An’s. Let H be the countable direct sum of the Hn’s. Then
W A is the convex hull of the union of the W An’s. So W A lies inside
fz : jzj < 1g and hence jhAu; uij < 1 whenever jjujj  1. But A is not in 0; I -con
because H is in 0; I  (since its spectrum is 0; 2s1; 2s2; . . . ; and 1) and 1 is in the
spectrum of HA. To see the latter, note that HA is a countable direct sum of the
2-by-2 matrices whose first and second rows are 0; rnsn. So, although it is
necessary for every A in 0; I -con that the mapping x! hAx; xi be a contraction
in the sense we discussed above and that A be convergent, that is not sucient
for membership in 0; I -con even when A is nilpotent of index 2.
3. 0; I -con
Theorem 3.1. Let A be in BH. Then A is in 0; I -con if and only if
qA < 1 and rA6 1.
Proof. (only if): Since I is in 0; I , we have qA  qIA < 1. That rA6 1 is
(4.9.2) of [1].
(if): If not there is a H in 0; I  such that qHA  1. Let P in 0; I  satisfy
P 2  H . Then qPAP   qHA  1, so there exist unit vectors xn in H and a c
in fjzj  1g such that jjPAP ÿ cIxnjj ! 0. Now
jjAÿ cIPxnjj  jjPÿ1PAP ÿ cI  cI ÿ P 2xnjj
6 jjPÿ1jjjjPAP ÿ cIxnjj  jjI  P jj jjI ÿ Pxnjj:
Claim. jj1ÿ P xnjj ! 0.
Proof of Claim. Since rA6 1,
jhAPxn; Pxnij6 jjPxnjj26 jjP jj26 1;
and, since jjPAP ÿ cIxnjj ! 0, we know jhAPxn; Pxnij ! 1. Thus jjPxnjj ! 1
and so, if Q is the positive semidefinite square root of P ,
1  jjP jj  qP  qQ2  jjQjj2:
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Then
jjPxnjj6 jjQxnjj6 1; so jjQxnjj ! 1:
Hence
jjP ÿ 1xnjj2  1ÿ 2jjQxnjj2  jjPxnjj2 ! 0: 
Since the first summand inside the bracket also goes to 0,
jjAÿ cIPxnjj ! 0. If we put yn  jjPxnjjÿ1Pxn and recall that jjPxnjj ! 1, we get
jjAÿ cIynjj ! 0; so c is in the spectrum of A, contradicting qA < 1. 
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